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DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATIONS 
 
WAVE ECO BRILL is an ecologic acid additive, Ecolabel 
certified, to the rinse phase, to be used in the 
dishwashing machines as a rinse aid. It gives a 
brightening and descaling action to dishes and to all the 
tools used during the operations. 
 
This product is specific to ease and fasten the drying of 
the dishes and of all the other tools, fastly removing all 
the water droplets, in mechanical washing, both 
continuous and not. 
 
WAVE ECO BRILL is a slightly acid product that ensures the absence of saline deposits on the 
dishes and tools; it is useful as well to eliminate possible alkaline residuals coming from the former 
washing (pH neutralization).  
WAVE ECO BRILL can be used with all different water types, with different hardness and salty 
content. 
 
The product respect all the rules imposed by Ecolabel certification (CE n. 66/2010). 
All production processes of the raw materials which is composed are the best in ecosostenibility 
and environmental safeguard. 
 
 
USE INSTRUCTIONS 
 
We suggest the following dosages, which can vary accordingly with water hardness: 
 

Water Hardness sweet (0-15°F) media (da 16°F a 25°F) dura (oltre i 25°F) 

Normal Dirt 0,2 g/lt 0,3 g/lt 0,5 g/lt 

Heavy Dirt 0,7 g/lt 0,8 g/lt 1 g/lt 

 

We recommend to use the correct dosage and the minimum suggested temperature, to minimize 
energy and water consumption and reduce the water table pollution. 
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Tank and cap are realized in HPDE class 1, so 100% recyclable; once finished, please put the tank 
with label in the plastic recycle bin. 
 
 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS: 
 
Physical aspect Limpid liquid 
Color Red 
Scent Characteristic 
Density about 1,043 g/ml 
pH about 2,0 
  

 
 
 
SAFETY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

For further indication please have a look at msds, section 2. 

 

 

STABILITY AND WAREHOUSING 

 
Keep products in the original packaging and avoid liquid spills. 
For futher indication please have a look at msds – section 7. 
 
 


